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The challenge in getting a decent signal to the brain for users of cochlear implants (CIs) is described. A
breakthrough occurred in 1989 that later enabled most users to understand conversational speech with
their restored hearing alone. Subsequent developments included stimulation in addition to that provided
with a unilateral CI, either with electrical stimulation on both sides or with acoustic stimulation in
combination with a unilateral CI, the latter for persons with residual hearing at low frequencies in either
or both ears. Both types of adjunctive stimulation produced further improvements in performance for
substantial fractions of patients. Today, the CI and related hearing prostheses are the standard of care for
profoundly deaf persons and ever-increasing indications are now allowing persons with less severe
losses to beneﬁt from these marvelous technologies. The steps in achieving the present levels of per-
formance are traced, and some possibilities for further improvements are mentioned.
This article is part of a Special Issue entitled <Lasker Award>.
© 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
This paper describes the surprising ﬁnding that a decidedly
sparse and unnatural input at the auditory periphery can support a
remarkable restoration of hearing function. In retrospect, the
ﬁnding is a testament to the brain and its ability over time to utilize
such an input. However, this is not to say that any input will do, as(as in the AzBio sentences);
tral Institute for the Deaf (as
ved sampling; CNC, con-
UNY, City University of New
acoustic stimulation (as in
rmant frequency; F2, second
in the HIHT sentences); IP,
States' National Institutes of
t 6 (as in the NU-6 words);
; SEM, standard error of the
sentences); UCSF, University
B.V. This is an open access article udifferent representations at the periphery can produce different
outcomes. The paper traces the steps that led up to the present-day
cochlear implants (CIs) and the representations that are most
effective. In addition, some remaining problems with CIs and pos-
sibilities for addressing those problems are mentioned. Portions of
the paper are based on recent speeches by me and my essay
(Wilson, 2013) in the special issue of Nature Medicine celebrating
the 2013 Lasker Awards. The speeches are listed in the Acknowl-
edgments section.
2. Five large steps forward
Today, most users of CIs can communicate in everyday listening
situations by speaking and using their restored hearing in the
absence of any visual cues. For example, telephone conversations
are routine for most users. That ability is a long trip indeed from
total or nearly-total deafness.
In my view, ﬁve large steps forward led to the modern CI: (1)
proof-of-concept demonstrations that electrical stimulation of the
auditory nerve in deaf patients could elicit potentially useful audi-
tory sensations; (2) development of devices that were safe andnder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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the body; (3) development of devices that provided multiple and
perceptually separable sites of stimulation in the cochlea; (4) dis-
covery of processing strategies that utilized the multiple sites far
better than before; and (5) stimulation in addition to that provided
by a unilateral CI, either with bilateral electrical stimulation or with
combined electric and acoustic stimulation (EAS), the latter for
persons with useful residual hearing in one or both ears. This paper
is mainly but not exclusively about steps 4 and 5; more information
about the preceding steps is presented in the essays by Professor
GraemeM. Clark and byDr. Ingeborg J. Hochmair in the special issue
ofNatureMedicine (Clark, 2013; Hochmair, 2013), and inWilson and
Dorman (2008a), Zeng et al. (2008), and Mudry and Mills (2013).
I note that, at the beginning, the development of the CI was
regardedbymanyexperts asa fool's dreamorworse (e.g., asunethical
experimentation with human subjects). For example, Professor
Rainer Klinke said in 1978 that “From a physiological point of view,
cochlear implants will not work.” Hewas among the chorus of vocal
skeptics. Their basic argumentwas that the cochlea,with its exquisite
mechanicalmachinery, its complexarrangementofmore than15,000
sensory hair cells, and its 30,000 neurons, could not possibly be
replaced by crude and undifferentiated stimulation of many neurons
en masse, as would be produced by the early CI systems.
Of course, the naysayers were ultimately proven to be wrong as
a result of the perseverance of pioneers in the face of vociferous
criticism and the later development of CI systems that could
stimulate different populations of neurons more or less indepen-
dently and in effective ways. In addition, no one, including the
naysayers, appreciated at the outset the power of the brain to uti-
lize a sparse and distorted input. That ability, in conjunction with a
reasonably good representation at the periphery, enables the per-
formance of the present devices.
We as a ﬁeld and our patients owe the greatest debt of gratitude
to the pioneers, and most especially to William F. House, D.D.S.,
M.D., who was foremost among them. Without his perseverance
the development of the CI certainly would have been delayed or
perhaps not even started.
A telling quote on the wall of his ofﬁce before he died is
“Everything I did in my life that was worthwhile, I caught hell for”
(Stark, 2012). He took most of the arrows but remained standing.
3. Place and temporal codes for frequency
Most of the early CI systems used a single channel of sound
processing and a single site of stimulation in or on the cochlea.
Those systems could convey temporal information only. However,
the information was enough to provide an awareness of environ-
mental sounds and an aid to lipreading (Bilger et al., 1977). And in
some cases, some recognition of speech from open sets (lists of
previously unknownwords or sentences) was achieved (Hochmair-
Desoyer et al., 1981; Tyler, 1988a, 1988b).
These “single channel” systems had strong adherents; they
believed that much if not all of the frequency information in sounds
was represented to the brain in the cadences of neural discharges
that were synchronized to the cycles of the sound waveforms for
single ormultiple frequencies. Indeed, this possible temporal coding
of frequencies was the “volley” theory of sound perception (Wever
and Bray, 1937), which was one of two leading theories at the time.
The other leading theory was the “place” theory, in which
different sites (or places) of stimulation along the helical course
(length) of the cochlea would represent different frequencies in the
sound input. This theory had its genesis in ﬁrst the supposition and
then the observations that sound vibrations of different frequencies
producedmaximal responses at different positions along the length
of the basilar membrane (von Helmholtz, 1863; von Bekesy, 1960).In one of the most important studies in the development of CIs,
F. Blair Simmons, M.D., and his coworkers demonstrated that both
codes can represent frequency information to the brain (Simmons
et al., 1965; Simmons, 1966). Simmons implanted a deaf-blind
volunteer with an array of six electrodes in the modiolus, the
axonal part of the auditory nerve. Simulation of each electrode in
isolation at a ﬁxed rate of pulse presentations produced a distinct
pitch percept that was different from the percepts elicited by
stimulation of any of the other electrodes. The different electrodes
were inserted to different depths into the modiolus and thus
addressed different tonotopic (or cochleotopic) projections of the
nerve. The differences in pitch according to the site of stimulation
afﬁrmed the place theory.
In addition, stimulation of each electrode at different rates
produced different pitches, up to a “pitch saturation limit” that
occurred at the rate of approximately 300 pulses/s. For example,
presentation of pulses at 100/s produced a relatively low pitch for
any of the electrodes, whereas stimulation at 200 pulses/s invari-
ably produced a higher pitch. Further increases in pulse rate could
produce further increases in pitch, but increases in rate beyond
about 300 pulses/s did not produce further increases in pitch.
The ﬁnding that the subject was sensitive to manipulations in
rate at any of the single electrodes afﬁrmed the volley theory, but
only up to a point, the pitch saturation limit. Results from subse-
quent studies have shown that the limit can vary among subjects
and electrodes within subjects, with some subjects having limits up
to or a bit beyond 1 kHz for at least one of their electrodes
(Hochmair-Desoyer et al., 1983; Townshend et al., 1987; Zeng,
2002), for placements of electrodes on or within the cochlea.
Such abilities are unusual, however, and most subjects studied to
date have limits of around 300 pulses/s for pulsatile stimuli and
300 Hz for sinusoidal stimuli.
The results from the studies by Simmons et al. were important
not only for the subsequent development of CIs (and especially
processing strategies for multisite CIs), but also for auditory
neuroscience. The debate about the volley versus place theories had
been raging for decades, in large part because the two codes are
inextricably intertwined in normal hearing, i.e., for a given sinu-
soidal input the basilar membrane responds maximally at a
particular position along its length but also vibrates at the fre-
quency of the sinusoid at that position. Thus, separation of the two
variables e volleys of neural discharges and place of maximal
excitation e is not straightforward in a normally hearing animal or
human subject and deﬁnitive experiments to test the theories could
not be easily conducted if at all. In contrast, the variables can be
separated cleanly in the electrically stimulated auditory system by
varying site and rate (or frequency) of stimulation independently.
These stimulus controls allowed conﬁrmation of both the place and
volley theories and demonstrated the operating range of each code
for frequency, at least for electrical stimulation of the auditory
nerve. (The ranges may well be different for acoustic stimulation of
the normally hearing ear; see, e.g., Moore and Carlyon, 2005.
However, the conﬁrmation of both theories was made possible by
the unique stimulus controls provided with electrical stimulation.)
4. Status as of the late 1980s
By the late 1980s, steps 1 and 2 had been achieved and step 3
had been largely achieved (Wilson and Dorman, 2008a; Zeng et al.,
2008). Both single-site and multisite systems were being applied
clinically. Claims and counterclaims about the performances of
different devices and about the “single channel” versus “multi-
channel” systems were in full force. The debates prompted the
United States' National Institutes of Health (NIH) to convene its ﬁrst
consensus development conference on cochlear implants in 1988
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ence suggested that the multichannel systems were more likely to
be effective than the single channel systems, and indicated that
about 1 in 20 patients could carry out a normal conversation with
the best of the available systems and without the assistance of
lipreading or other visual cues. Approximately 3000 persons had
received a CI as of 1988.
The various claims also were examined in a landmark study by
Richard S. Tyler, Ph.D., and his coworkers, who traveled to implant
centers around the world to test various devices in a uniform and
highly controlled way (Tyler et al., 1989; Tyler and Moore, 1992).
Included among the comparisons were the Chorimac, Duren/Co-
logne, 3M/Vienna, Nucleus, and Symbion devices. (The Symbion
device also is known as the Ineraid® device.) The 3M/Vienna de-
vice used a single channel of sound processing and a single site of
stimulation; the Duren/Cologne device used one, eight, or 16
channels and corresponding sites of stimulation; and the other
devices used multiple channels and multiple sites. The Chorimac
device was tested with six subjects in Paris; the Duren/Cologne
device with 10 subjects in Duren, Germany; the 3M/Vienna device
with nine subjects in Innsbruck, Austria; the Nucleus device with
nine subjects in Hannover, Germany, and with 10 subjects from
the USA; and the Symbion device with 10 subjects also from the
USA. Among the Duren/Cologne subjects, eight used the single-
channel implementation and two used the multisite imple-
mentations. (The performances of the multisite users were in the
middle of the range of the measured performances.) Each of the
referring centers was asked to select their better performing pa-
tients for the tests and the results are therefore likely to be
representative of the upper echelon of outcomes that could be
obtained at the time and with those devices.
The principal results are shown in Fig. 1. The tests included
recognition of single words (upper left panel); recognition of keyWords
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Fig. 1. Data from Tyler et al. (1989) (top panels), and from Tyler and Moore (1992) (bottom
cochlear implant devices. The tests are identiﬁed in the upper left corners of the panels. T
Symbion devices. The Nucleus device was tested with separate groups of subjects in Han
language-dependent consonant test was 7.7 percent correct, and chance performance on thwords in everyday sentences with between four and seven key
words in addition to the article words (upper right panel); identi-
ﬁcation of 13 consonants presented in an /i/-consonant-/i/ context
and with appropriate accents for French, German, or English (lower
left panel); and identiﬁcation of eight “language independent”
consonants presented in the same context and whose accents are
the same across the languages (lower right panel). The single words
were “mostly three- or four-phoneme nouns.” The words and
sentences were presented in French for the Chorimac subjects; in
German for the Duren/Cologne (Duren), 3M/Vienna, and Nucleus/
Hannover (Nuc/Han) subjects; and in English for the Nucleus/USA
(Nuc/USA) and Symbion subjects. Controls were included to
maintain the same level of difﬁculty across the languages for each
test. The word and sentence data are from Tyler et al. (1989), and
the consonant data are from Tyler and Moore (1992). Means and
standard errors of the means (SEMs) are shown.
Among these results, results from the sentence test are perhaps
themost indicative of performance in the daily lives of the subjects.
Mean scores range from close to zero for the Chorimac subjects to
about 36 percent correct for the Symbion subjects, although that
latter score is not signiﬁcantly different from themean score for the
Nuc/USA subjects. Tyler et al. emphasize that comparisons across
languages should be made with caution.
The sentence results are paralleled by the consonant results. For
the language-independent consonants, for example, the mean for
the Symbion subjects is signiﬁcantly higher than the means for all
of the other sets of subjects, using the other devices. At the other
end, the means for the Chorimac and Duren subjects are signiﬁ-
cantly lower than the other means. Chance scores for the language-
dependent and language-independent consonant tests are 7.7 and
12.5 percent correct, respectively. To exceed chance performance
using a p< 0.05 criterion, scores for individuals must be higher than
22 percent correct for the language-dependent test and 30 percentSentences
Consonants, Language Independent
Device
Chorimac Duren 3M/Vienna Nuc/Han Nuc/USA Symbion
panels). Means and standard errors of the means are shown for a variety of tests and
he devices included the Chorimac, Duren/Cologne (Duren), 3M/Vienna, Nucleus, and
nover, Germany (Nuc/Han), and in the USA (Nuc/USA). Chance performance on the
e language-independent consonant test was 12.5 percent correct.
Table 2
Ranges of scores in the word and sentence tests conducted by Tyler et al. (1989) and
the language-dependent (Lang-dep) and language-independent (Lang-indep) con-
sonant tests conducted by Tyler and Moore (1992).
Device Language Ranges of scores in percent correct
Words Sentences Lang-dep
consonants
Lang-indep
consonants
Chorimac French 0e6 0e2 6e29 13e48
Duren/Cologne German 0e57 0e47 10e56 15e75
3M/Vienna German 0e34 0e42 17e44 29e52
Nucleus/Hannover German 3e26 0e34 19e42 25e58
Nucleus/USA English 3e20 14e57 29e62 40e60
Symbion English 9e20 20e72 31e69 40e75
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exceeding chance performance for each device and test are pre-
sented in Table 1 and show high incidences of chance performances
by the Chorimac and Duren subjects and zero incidences for the
Nuc/USA and Symbion subjects.
The differences in themean scores for theNucleus device between
the Hannover and USA testing sites are not signiﬁcant for some tests.
For the other tests, the differences may have been the result of the
larger pool fromwhich theUSA subjectsweredrawn. Inparticular, the
better performers from the larger pool may have been somewhat
better overall than the better performers from the smaller pool.
Ranges of the scores for each device, test, and testing site are
presented in Table 2. Ranges are wide in all cases except for the
word and sentence tests for the Chorimac subjects. One of the
Duren subjects had exceptionally high scores across the tests
compared with the other Duren subjects, and that subject was the
one subject using any of the devices who had substantial residual
hearing (at low frequencies only). This subject used the single-
channel implementation of the Duren device.
Results from many other studies are consistent with the results
just presented, from the studies by Tyler et al. and Tyler and Moore.
For example, results reported by Morgon et al. (1984) demonstrate
relatively poor performance with the Chorimac device, whereas
results reported by Youngblood and Robinson (1988) demonstrate
relatively good performance with the Symbion device.
As of the late 1980s, few users of CIs could carry out a normal
conversation without the assistance of visual cues in conjunction
with the implant. In addition, the speech reception scores for the
top performers thenwould be below (usually far below) average by
the mid 1990s, when for example the average was 90 percent
correct for recognition of everyday sentences in one representative
study (Helms et al., 1997), with a 2 percent SEM. (In contrast to the
Tyler et al. and Tyler and Moore studies, the subjects in the Helms
et al. study were not selected for high levels of performance.)
An important aspect not illustrated in Fig. 1 is the progression in
CI designs and performance during the 1980s. For example, the ﬁrst
instance of open-set speech recognition by an implant patient was
in 1980, well before the “snapshot” of performances in the late
1980s presented in Fig. 1. That patient was subject CK in the Vienna
series, who used a prior version of the Vienna device. Her story is
beautifully told in the essay in Nature Medicine by Hochmair (2013).
CK was not included among the subjects tested by Tyler et al.
Had she been included, results for the “Vienna” device almost
certainly would have been better.5. Discovery and development of continuous interleaved
sampling (CIS)
5.1. Context
My involvement with CIs began in 1978, when I visited three of
the four centers in the USA that at the time were conductingTable 1
Numbers of subjects scoring signiﬁcantly above chance in the consonant tests
conducted by Tyler and Moore (1992).
Device Subjects scoring above chance, p < 0.05
Language-dependent
consonants
Language-independent
consonants
Chorimac 3/6 2/6
Duren/Cologne 6/10 2/10
3M/Vienna 8/9 7/9
Nucleus/Hannover 9/10 7/10
Nucleus/USA 10/10 10/10
Symbion 9/9 9/9research on CIs. No clinical programs existed then, and only about
20 patients had been implanted worldwide (all patients received
their devices through participation in research programs). In
addition, that was the same year Professor Klinke made his cate-
gorical statement about CIs.
I visited Bill House and his group at the House Ear Institute in
Los Angeles; Blair Simmons, Robert L. White, Ph.D., and others at
Stanford University; and Michael M. Merzenich, Ph.D., and his team
at the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF). Soon after
the visit to UCSF, Mike asked me to become a consultant for the
UCSF team and I happily accepted his ﬂattering invitation.
A few years later, in 1983, I won the ﬁrst of seven contiguous
projects from the NIH to develop CIs, with an emphasis on the
design and evaluation of novel processing strategies for auditory
prostheses including CIs. These projects were administered
through the Neural Prosthesis Program at the NIH and continued
through March 2006.
Further details about my path and the paths of our teams are
presented in the essay by me in Nature Medicine (Wilson, 2013). In
addition, a comprehensive description of the studies conducted by
the teams and their co-investigators at many centers worldwide is
provided in the book “Better Hearing with Cochlear Implants:
Studies at the Research Triangle Institute” (Wilson and Dorman,
2012a; also see Svirsky, 2014, for a review of the book).
We and others worked hard to develop better processing stra-
tegies for both single-site and multisite implants during the 1980s
and late 1970s. Some of the leading strategies that emerged from
this work included the broadband analog strategy used with the
Vienna implants; the “F0/F1/F2” strategy used with the Nucleus
implant; the compressed analog (CA) strategies used with the
Symbion and UCSF/Storz implants; and two variations of “inter-
leaved pulses” (IP) strategies that were developed by our team at
the time and evaluated in tests with UCSF/Storz and Symbion
subjects. Each of these strategies is described in detail in at least
one of the following reviews: Wilson (1993, 2004, 2006). In broad
terms, the broadband analog strategy presented a compressed and
frequency-equalized analog waveform to a single site of stimula-
tion on or within the cochlea. The F0/F1/F2 strategy extracted
features from the input sound that ideally corresponded to the
fundamental frequency (F0), the ﬁrst formant frequency (F1), and
the second formant frequency (F2) of voiced speech sounds e and
to the distinction between voiced (periodic) and unvoiced (aperi-
odic) speech sounds e and then represented those features at
multiple sites of stimulation within the cochlea. The CA strategies
ﬁrst compressed the input sound using an automatic gain control
and then ﬁltered the compressed signal into multiple bands
spanning the range of speech frequencies. Gain controls at the
outputs of the bandpass ﬁlters adjusted the amplitudes of the
signals (analog waveforms) that were delivered to multiple intra-
cochlear electrodes, with the adjusted output of the bandpass ﬁlter
with the lowest center frequency delivered to the apicalmost of the
B.S. Wilson / Hearing Research 322 (2015) 24e3828utilized electrodes, the adjusted output of the bandpass ﬁlter with
the highest center frequency delivered to the basalmost of the
utilized electrodes, and the adjusted outputs of the other bandpass
ﬁlters delivered to electrodes at intermediate positions in the
implant. Variation 1 of the IP strategies included m processing
channels, each with a bandpass ﬁlter, an energy detector (also
called an envelope detector), a nonlinear mapping function, and a
modulator. The outputs of the energy detectors were scanned for
each “frame” of stimulation across the electrodes in the implant,
and the channels with the n highest energies in the frame were
selected for stimulation; in particular, the modulated pulses for
those channels were delivered to the corresponding electrodes in
the implant. This variation of the IP strategies was the ﬁrst imple-
mentation of what is now known as the n-of-m strategy for CIs, in
which n is lower thanm. In the second variation of the IP strategies,
F0 and voiced/unvoiced distinctions were extracted from the input
sound and used to represent those features with the rates of pul-
satile stimulation at each of the selected electrodes (again using the
n-of-m approach to select the electrodes). For voiced speech
sounds, the electrodes were stimulated at the detected (estimated)
F0 rates, and for unvoiced speech sounds (or any aperiodic sound),
the electrodes were stimulated either at randomized intervals or at
a ﬁxed high rate. The F0/F1/F2 and IP strategies all used nonsi-
multaneous pulses for stimulation at the different electrodes. The
stimulus sites used for the F0/F1/F2, CA, and IP strategies were in
the scala tympani and distributed along the basal and mid portions
of the cochlea.
As noted in Section 4, speech reception scores seemed to be a
little bit better with the CA and F0/F1/F2 strategies than with the
broadband analog strategy, although there was considerable over-
lap in the scores among those strategies. Performances with the
two variations of the IP strategies were comparable with and for
some subjects better than the performance of the CA strategy,
which was the control strategy in our tests (Wilson et al., 1988a,
1988b). The F0/F1/F2 strategy used a feature extraction approach;
the CA strategy represented bandpass outputs; the IP strategies
represented bandpass energies; and the second variation of the IP
strategies represented features of the input sound as well. These
and other characteristics of the more effective processing strategies
used for multisite implants as of the late 1980s are summarized in
Table 3. In retrospect, none of the strategies provided high levels of
speech recognition for CI users, at least using hearing alone and
without the additional information provided with lipreading or
other visual cues.
5.2. CIS
A breakthrough came in 1989, when I wondered what might
happen if we abandoned feature extraction altogether and simply
represented most or all of the spatial (place) and temporal infor-
mation that could be perceived with implants and thereby allow
the user's brain to make decisions about what was or was not
important in the input. This approach was motivated in part by the
great difﬁculty in extracting features reliably and accurately in
realistic acoustic environments, even using the most sophisticatedTable 3
Some of the more effective processing strategies for multisite implants as of the late 198
Strategy Approach Stimuli
F0/F1/F2 Feature extraction Interlaced pu
Compressed analog Bandpass (BP) outputs Analog wave
Interleaved pulses, variation 1 BP energies Interlaced pu
Interleaved pulses, variation 2 Mixed feature extraction
and BP energies
Interlaced pusignal processing techniques of the time. I thought e and our team
thought e that the brain might be far better at gleaning the
important parts of the input than any hardware or software algo-
rithm that we could possibly devise. In addition, we were con-
cerned about the pruning of information implicit in the n-of-m
approach, at least as it was implemented at the time and with the
relatively small numbers of electrodes that were then used in
conjunctionwith the IP strategies (which setm to a low number by
today's standards and of course n to an even lower number).
The breakthrough strategy was ﬁrst called the “supersampler”
and later “continuous interleaved sampling” (CIS) (Wilson et al.,
1989). We designed and tested literally hundreds of processing
strategies over the years, and many of the strategies are in wide-
spread clinical use today, but CIS towers above the rest in terms of
the improvement in performance over its predecessors and in
terms of impact.
A block diagram of the strategy is presented in Fig. 2. Multiple
channels of sound processing are used and the output of each
channel is directed to a corresponding site of stimulation (elec-
trode) in the cochlea, as indicated by the inset in the ﬁgure. Each
channel includes a bandpass ﬁlter, an energy detector, a nonlinear
mapping function, and amultiplier, the latter for modulating a train
of balanced biphasic pulses. The only difference among the chan-
nels is the frequency response of the bandpass ﬁlters. In particular,
the responses range from low to high frequencies along a loga-
rithmic scale. For a six channel processor, for example, the pass
bands of the ﬁlters for the different channels might be 300e494,
494e814, 814e1342, 1342e2210, 2210e3642, and 3642e6000 Hz.
The logarithmic spacing follows the frequency map of the cochlea
for most of the cochlea's length. The output of the channel with the
lowest center frequency for the bandpass ﬁlter is directed to the
apicalmost among the utilized electrodes in the implant; the
output of the channel for the highest center frequency is directed to
the basalmost of the utilized electrodes; and the outputs of the
channels with intermediate center frequencies are directed to the
utilized electrodes at intermediate positions in the implant. This
representation addresses the tonotopic organization of the audi-
tory system and provides the “place” coding of frequencies
mentioned previously.
The simplest form of an energy (or “envelope”) detector is
shown in the block diagram and it consists of a rectiﬁer followed by
a lowpass ﬁlter. Other forms may be used, such as a Hilbert
Transform, but this simplest form works well and its function is
similar to that of the other forms.
The effective cutoff frequency for the envelope detector is set by
the frequency response of the lowpass ﬁlter. In most imple-
mentations of CIS, the upper end of the frequency response is set
somewhere between 200 and 400 Hz, typically 400 Hz. With that
typical setting, frequencies in the derived envelope (energy) signal
range up to 400 Hz, which is a little above the pitch saturation limit
of about 300 Hz for the great majority of patients. Thus, all the
temporal information within channels that can be perceived by
most patients as a variety of different pitches is represented in the
envelope signal. There is little or no point in including more tem-
poral information (at higher frequencies), as the additional0s.
Comment(s)
lses Voiced/unvoiced distinctions were represented as well
forms Bandpass signals presented simultaneously to the electrodes
lses Compressed envelope signals to each of n electrodes among m
bandpass processing channels
lses F0, voiced/unvoiced, and n-of-m envelope signals were presented
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) processing strategy for cochlear implants. The input is at the left-most part of the diagram. Following the input, a
pre-emphasis ﬁlter (Pre-emp.) is used to attenuate strong components in the input at frequencies below 1.2 kHz. This ﬁlter is followed by multiple channels of processing. Each
channel includes stages of bandpass ﬁltering (BPF), energy (or “envelope”) detection, compression, and modulation. The energy detectors generally use a full-wave or half-wave
rectiﬁer (Rect.) followed by a lowpass ﬁlter (LPF). A Hilbert Transform or a half-wave rectiﬁer without the LPF also may be used. Carrier waveforms for two of the modulators are
shown immediately below the two corresponding multiplier blocks (circles with an “x” mark within them). The outputs of the multipliers are directed to intracochlear electrodes
(EL-1 to EL-n), via a transcutaneous link or a percutaneous connector. The inset shows an X-ray micrograph of the implanted cochlea, which displays the targeted electrodes. (Block
diagram is adapted from Wilson et al., 1991, and is used here with the permission of the Nature Publishing Group. Inset is from Hüttenbrink et al., 2002, and is used here with the
permission of Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.)
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conﬂicting cues.
A nonlinear (typically logarithmic) mapping function is used in
each channel to compress the wide dynamic range of sounds in the
environment, which might range up to 90 or 100 dB, into the
narrow dynamic range of electrically evoked hearing, which for
short-duration pulses usually is between 5 and 20 dB, depending
on the patient and the different electrodes within a patient's
implant. The mapping allows the patient to perceive low-level
sounds in the environment as soft or very soft percepts and high-
level sounds as comfortably loud percepts. In addition, the map-
ping preserves a high number of discriminable loudnesses across
the dynamic range of the input.
The outputof this compression stage is used tomodulate the train
of stimuluspulses foreachchannel. Themodulatedpulse train is then
directed to the appropriate electrode, as described previously.
The pulses for the different channels are interlaced in time such
that stimulation at any one electrode is not accompanied by
simultaneous or overlapping stimulation at any other electrode.
This interleaving of stimuli eliminates a principal component of
electrode or channel interaction that is produced by direct vector
summation of the electric ﬁelds in the cochlea from simultaneously
stimulated electrodes. Without the interleaving, the interaction or
“crosstalk” among the electrodes would reduce their independence
substantially and thereby degrade the representation of the place
cues with the implant.
According the Nyquist theorem, the pulse rate for each channel
and associated electrode should be at least twice as high as the
highest frequency in the modulation waveform. However, the theo-
rem applies to linear systems and the responses of auditory neurons
to electrical stimuli are highly nonlinear. We later discovered usingelectrophysiological measures that the pulse rate needed to be at
least four times higher than the highest frequency in themodulation
waveform to provide an undistorted representation of thewaveform
in the population responses of the auditory nerve (e.g., Wilson et al.,
1997). In addition, Busby and coworkers demonstrated the same
phenomenonusing psychophysicalmeasures (Busbyet al.,1993), i.e.,
perceptual distortions were eliminated when the pulse rate was at
least four times higher than the frequencies of the sinusoidal mod-
ulationused in their study. Theseﬁndings togetherbecameknownas
the “4 oversampling rule” for CIs. Thus, in a typical implementation
of CIS the cutoff frequency for the energy detectors might be around
400 Hz and the pulse rate for each channel and addressed electrode
might be around 1600/s or higher. (Both of these numbers may
necessarily be reduced for transcutaneous transmission links that
impose low limits on pulse rates.)
The pitch saturation limit and the corresponding cutoff fre-
quency for the envelope detectors are fortuitous in that they
encompass at least most of the range of F0s in human speech. In
particular, F0s for an adult male speaker with a deep voice can be as
lowas about 80 Hz, whereas F0s for children can be as high as about
400 Hz but typically approximate 300 Hz. These numbers are near
or below the pitch saturation limit and the envelope cutoff fre-
quency, and thus at least most F0s are represented in the modu-
lations of the pulse trains and may be perceived by the patients.
Also, distinctions between periodic and aperiodic sounds e such as
voiced versus unvoiced consonants in speech e are most salient in
this range of relatively low frequencies. Thus, the modulation
waveforms may convey information about the overall (slowly
varying) energy in a band; F0 and F0 variations; and distinctions
among periodic, aperiodic, and mixed periodic and aperiodic
sounds.
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produced or perceived, and it represented an attempt to present in
a clear way most of the information that could be perceived by
implant patients. The details of the mapping functions, ﬁlter fre-
quency responses, ﬁlter corner frequencies, and other aspects of the
processing were chosen to minimize if not eliminate perceptual
distortions that were produced with prior strategies. In addition,
unlike some prior strategies, CIS did not extract and represent
selected features of the input. And unlike some other prior strate-
gies, CIS did not stimulate multiple electrodes in the implant
simultaneously but instead sequenced brief stimulus pulses from
one electrode to the next until all of the utilized electrodes had
been stimulated. This pattern of stimulation across electrodes was
repeated continuously, and each such “stimulus frame” presented
updated information. The rate of stimulation was constant and the
same for all channels and utilized electrodes. CIS got its name from
the continuous sampling of the (mapped) envelope signals by
rapidly presented pulses that were interleaved in time across the
electrodes.
A further departure from the past was that, for strategies that
used pulses as stimuli, the rates of stimulation typically used with
CIS were very much higher than the rates that had been used
previously. The high rates allowed the representation of F0 and
voiced/unvoiced information without explicit (and often inaccu-
rate) extraction of those features. Instead, the information was
presented as an integral part of the whole rather than separately. In
addition, the high rates allowed representation of most or all of the
(other) temporal information that could be perceived within
channels. A more complete list of the features of CIS is presented in
Section 5.6.
With CIS, the sites of stimulation may represent frequencies
above about 300 Hz well, whereas temporal variations in the
modulation waveforms may represent frequencies below about
300 Hz well. Magnitudes of energies within and across bands may
be represented well with appropriate mapping functions whose
parameter values are tailored for each channel and its associated
electrode, in the ﬁtting for each patient.
Once we “got out of the way” and presented a minimally pro-
cessed and relatively clear signal to the brain, the results wereFig. 3. Results from initial comparisons of the compressed analog (CA) and continuous
interleaved sampling (CIS) strategies for cochlear implants. Scores for subjects selected
for their exceptionally high levels of speech reception performance with the CA
strategy are shownwith the green lines, and scores for subjects selected for their more
typical levels of performance with that strategy are shown with the blue lines. The
tests are identiﬁed in the text. (Figure is adapted fromWilson et al., 1991, with updates
from Wilson et al., 1992. The template of the original ﬁgure is used here with the
permission of the Nature Publishing Group.)nothing short of remarkable. Experienced research subjects said
things like “now you've got it” or “hot damn, I want to take this one
home with me,” when ﬁrst hearing with CIS in the laboratory. CIS
provided an immediate and large jump up in performance
comparedwith anything they had heardwith their implants before.
5.3. Initial comparisons with the compressed analog (CA) strategy
Results from some of the initial tests to evaluate CIS are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Two studies were conducted. The ﬁrst study
included only subjects who had exceptionally high performance
with the Symbion device and whose speech reception scores were
fully representative of the very best outcomes that had been ob-
tained with CIs up to the time of testing. The second study was
motivated by positive results from the ﬁrst study and included
subjects who also used the Symbion device but instead were
selected for more typical levels of performance (which were quite
poor by today's standards). All subjects had used their clinical de-
vice and its CA strategy all day every day for more than a year prior
to testing. In contrast, experience for each subject with CIS was no
more than several hours prior to testing. In previous studies with CI
subjects, such differences in experience had strongly favored the
strategy with the greatest duration of use (e.g., Tyler et al., 1986). A
battery of tests was used for comparing the two strategies; the tests
included recognition of: (1) two-syllable (spondee) words; (2) key
words in the Central Institute for the Deaf (CID) sentences; (3) key
words in the more difﬁcult “Speech Perception in Noise” (SPIN)
sentences (presented in these studies without noise); and (4)
monosyllabic words from the Northwestern University Auditory
Test 6 (NU-6). The NU-6 test was and is the most difﬁcult test of
speech reception given in standard audiological practice. Scores for
the “high performance” subjects are shown with the green lines,
and scores for the “typical performance” subjects are shown with
the blue lines. The CA and CIS stimuli were presented to each
subject's intracochlear and reference electrodes via the direct
electrical access provided by the percutaneous connector of the
Symbion device. The tests were conducted with hearing alone,
using recorded voices, without repetition of any test items, without
any practice by the subjects, and without any prior knowledge of
the test items by the subjects. All subjects were profoundly deaf
without their implants.
The results demonstrated immediate and highly signiﬁcant
improvements in speech reception for each of the subjects, across
each set of subjects, and across all subjects. The improvements for
the “typical performance” set of subjects were just as large as the
improvements for the “high performance” set of subjects. For
example, the subject with the lowest scores with the CA strategy
immediately obtained much higher scores with CIS e he went from
0 to 56 percent correct in the spondee word tests; from 1 to 55
percent correct in the CID sentence tests; from 0 to 26 percent
correct in the SPIN sentence tests; and from 0 to 14 percent correct
in the NU-6 word tests. In addition, the scores achieved with CIS by
the high performance subjects were far higher than anything that
had been achieved before with CIs. The subjects were ecstatic and
we were ecstatic.
Findings from the study with the high performance set of sub-
jects were published in the journal Nature in 1991 (Wilson et al.,
1991). That paper became the most highly cited publication in
the speciﬁc ﬁeld of CIs at the end of 1999 and has remained so ever
since.
5.4. Introduction of CIS into widespread clinical use
CIS was introduced into widespread clinical use very soon after
the ﬁndings described in Section 5.3 were presented in our NIH
Fig. 5. Percent correct scores for 55 adult users of the COMBI 40 cochlear implant and
the continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) processing strategy. Scores for recognition of
B.S. Wilson / Hearing Research 322 (2015) 24e38 31progress reports, at various conferences, and in the Nature paper.
Each of the three largest CI companies (known as the “big three,”
which have more than 99 percent of the world market for CIs)
developed new products that incorporated CIS. This rapid transi-
tion from research to clinical applications (now called “trans-
lational research” or “translational medicine”) was greatly
facilitated by a policy our team suggested and our management
approved, to donate the results from all of our NIH-sponsored
research on CIs to the public domain. With that policy, the
thought was that all companies would quickly utilize any major
advances emerging from the NIH projects and thereby make the
advances available to the highest possible number of CI users and
prospective CI users. The swift utilization by all of the companies is
exactly what happened, and the growth in the cumulative number
of persons receiving CIs began to increase exponentially once CIS
and strategies that followed it became available for routine clinical
applications. As shown in Fig. 4 (updated and adapted fromWilson
and Dorman, 2008b), the exponential growth was clearly evident
by the mid 1990s and has continued unabated ever since. (The
correlation for an exponential ﬁt to the data points in the graph
exceeds 0.99.)
Results from the clinical trial of one of these new implant sys-
tems are presented in Fig. 5. The system was the COMBI 40 that
used CIS and supported a maximum of eight channels of processing
and associated stimulus sites. The COMBI 40 was introduced by
MED-EL GmbH in 1994.
The tests were conducted at 19 centers in Europe and included
recognition with hearing alone of monosyllabic words and of key
words in everyday sentences, among other tests. The data pre-
sented in the ﬁgure are from Helms et al. (1997) plus further data
kindly provided by Professor Helms to me (and reported in Wilson,
2006), which were collected in additional tests with the same
subjects after the Helms et al. paper was published.
Scores for the sentence test are shown in the upper panel of
Fig. 5 and scores for the word test are shown in the lower panel.
Individual scores for the subjects are indicated by the open circles,
and scores for different times after the initial ﬁtting of the implant
system for each subject are shown in the different columns in the
panels. Those times range from onemonth to two years. The means
of the scores are shown by the horizontal lines in the columns. Sixty
postlingually deafened adults participated as subjects in the trial,
and 55 of them completed the tests for all ﬁve intervals following
the initial ﬁtting. Results for the 55 are presented in the ﬁgure. All
subjects were profoundly deaf before receiving their CIs.Year
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Fig. 4. Cumulative number of implant recipients across years. Each dot represents a
published datum. (Figure is adapted and updated from Wilson and Dorman, 2008b,
and is used here with the permission of the IEEE.)
everyday sentences are shown in the top panel, and scores for the recognition of
monosyllabic words are shown in the bottom panel. The columns in each panel show
scores for different times after the initial ﬁtting of the device. Scores for individual
subjects are indicated by the open circles. The horizontal lines in each panel show the
means of the individual scores. (The great majority of the data in the ﬁgure are from
Helms et al., 1997, with an update of additional data reported in Wilson, 2006. The
ﬁgure originally appeared in Wilson and Dorman, 2008a, and is used here with the
permission of Elsevier B.V.)Scores for both tests are widely distributed across subjects, and
scores for both tests show progressive improvements in speech
reception out to about one year after the initial ﬁtting, with pla-
teaus in themeans of the scores thereafter. At the two-year interval,
46 (84 percent of the subjects) scored higher than 80 percent cor-
rect on the sentence test, and 15 (27 percent of the subjects) “aced”
the test with perfect scores. Such high scores are completely
consistent with everyday communication using speaking and
hearing alone, without any assistance from lipreading. The scores
also indicate an amazing trip from deafness to highly useful
hearing.
The means of the scores for the word test are lower than the
means for the sentence test, at each of the intervals. In addition, the
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the distributions for the sentence test, which demonstrate a clus-
tering of scores near the top for most intervals. Scores for the word
test at the two-year interval are uniformly distributed between
about 10 percent correct and nearly 100 percent correct, with a
mean of about 55 percent correct. At the same interval, scores for
the sentence test are clustered at or near the top for all but a small
percentage of the subjects, with a range of scores from 27 to 100
percent correct, and with a mean of about 90 percent correct and a
median of 95 percent correct. A large difference between the word
and sentence tests occurs because the sentence test includes
contextual cues whereas the word test does not. The mean of the
scores for the word test also is completely consistent with everyday
communication, including telephone conversations.
An interesting aspect of the data is the improvement in scores
over time. That aspect is easier to see in Fig. 6, which shows means
and SEMs for the sentence and word tests at each of the intervals
after the initial ﬁttings. (The sentence test was administered at
more intervals than the word test.) The increases in percent correct
scores out to one year after the initial ﬁtting are similar for the two
tests (even with the high likelihood of ceiling effects for the sen-
tence test at the 3-month interval and beyond). The long time
course of the increases is consistent with changes in brain function
e in making progressively better use of the sparse input from the
periphery e and is not consistent with changes at the periphery,
which would be far more rapid.
5.5. The surprising performance of CIS and modern cochlear
implants in general
The scores presented in Figs. 5 and 6 are all themore remarkable
when one considers that only a maximum of eight broadly over-
lapping sectors of the auditory nerve are stimulated with this de-
vice. That number is miniscule in comparison with the 30,000
neurons in the fully intact auditory nerve in humans, and is small in
comparison with the 3500 inner hair cells distributed along the
length of the healthy human cochlea. Somehow, the brains of CI
users are able to make sense of the sparse input at the periphery,
and to make progressively better sense of it over time.
Indeed, a sparse representation is all that is needed to support a
stunning restoration of function for some users of CIs. This fact is
illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows speech reception scores for a top
performer with a CI and the CIS strategy, compared with scores forMonths
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Fig. 6. Means and standard errors of the means for the data in Fig. 5 plus data from
three additional intervals for the sentence test. Note that the time scale is logarithmic.
(Figure is from Wilson, 2006, and is reproduced here with the permission of John
Wiley & Sons.)the same tests for six undergraduate students at Arizona State
University with clinically normal hearing (data from Wilson and
Dorman, 2007). The tests included recognition of monosyllabic
words with a consonantenucleuseconsonant (CNC) structure;
recognition of key words in the City University of New York (CUNY)
sentences; recognition of key words in the Hearing in Noise Test
(HINT) sentences; recognition of key words in the Arizona
Biomedical Institute (AzBio) sentences; identiﬁcation of 20 conso-
nants in an /e/-consonant-/e/ context; identiﬁcation of 13 vowels in
a /b/-vowel-/t/ context; and recognition of the key words in
different lists of the CUNY and AzBio sentences with the sentences
presented in competition with a four-talker speech babble, at a
speech-to-babble ratio of þ10 dB for the CUNY sentences and at
that ratio and þ5 dB for the AzBio sentences. The AzBio sentences
are considerably more difﬁcult than the CUNY or HINT sentences
(Spahr et al., 2012). The CI subject used a Clarion® CI, manufactured
by Advanced Bionics LLC and using 16 channels and associated sites
of stimulation. The test items for all subjects were drawn from
computer-disk recordings and presented from a loudspeaker in an
audiometric test room at 74 dBA. All test items were unknown to
the subjects prior to the tests; repetition of items was not
permitted; and the tests were conducted with hearing alone and
without feedback as to correct or incorrect responses.
Scores for the CI subject (HR4) are statistically indistinguishable
from the scores for the normally hearing subjects for all tests but
the AzBio sentences presented in competition with the speech
babble. For those latter two tests, scores for HR4 are 77 percent
correct or higher but nonetheless signiﬁcantly below the scores for
the normally hearing subjects. These two tests are far more difﬁcult
thanwould be administered in audiology clinics, and, as mentioned
previously, recognition of monosyllabic words is the most difﬁcult
test given in standard audiological practice. HR4 achieved a perfect
score in the monosyllabic word test and high scores in the other
two tests.
Other CI subjects have achieved similarly high scores, e.g., scores
higher than 90 percent correct in the recognition of monosyllabic
words. For example, three of the 55 subjects in the Helms et al.
study achieved those scores (see the right column in the bottom
panel in Fig. 5.)
This is not to say thatHR4 andotherswithhighperformanceusing
their CIs have normal hearing. These persons still have difﬁculty in
listening to a selected speaker in adverse acoustic situations, and
these persons must devote considerable concentration in achievingTest
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Fig. 7. Percent correct scores for cochlear implant subject HR4 and six subjects with
normal hearing. The tests are identiﬁed in the text. Means are shown for the subjects
with normal hearing; the maximum standard error of the means for those subjects
was 1.1 percent. The abbreviation AzBio is further abbreviated to AzB in the labels for
this ﬁgure. (Data are from Wilson and Dorman, 2007.)
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normally hearing subjects. In addition, reception of sounds more
complex than speech e such as most music e remains poor for the
greatmajorityof CIusers, includingmanyof the topperformers. Thus,
although a remarkable distance has been traversed, there still is room
for improvement, even for the top performers.
Results like those shown in Figs. 3e7 could not have been
reasonably imagined prior to the advent of CIS and the strategies
that followed it. Although completely normal hearing has yet to be
achieved, high levels of auditory function are now the norm for CI
users and some users produce ceiling effects in even the most
difﬁcult tests of speech reception normally administered to detect
problems in hearing.
In retrospect, I believe the brain “saved us” in producing these
wonderful outcomeswith CIs.Wedesigners of CI systemsmost likely
had to exceed a threshold of quality and quantity of information in
the representation at the periphery, and then the brain could “take it
from there” and do the rest. The prior devices and processing stra-
tegies probably did not exceed the thresholde or exceed it reliablye
and performance was generally poor. Once we provided the brain
with something it could work with, results were much better.
The results obtained with the CIs of the 1990s and beyond have
surprised me and many others. I think what we all missed at the
beginning is the power of the brain to utilize a sparse and otherwise
highly unnatural input. Instead, we were focused on the periphery
and its complexity. We now know that a sparse representation can
enable a remarkable restoration of function and additionally that
reproducing many aspects of the normal processing at the pe-
riphery is not essential for the restoration (some of those aspects
are listed and described in Wilson and Dorman, 2007). These facts
bode well for the development or further development of other
types of neural prostheses, e.g., vestibular or visual prostheses.
Professor Klinke was among the early critics who graciously
(and I expect happily) acknowledged the advances in the devel-
opment of the CI. Indeed, he became an especially active participant
in CI research beginning in the 1980s (e.g., Klinke et al., 1999),
continuing up to two years before his death in 2008. I recall with
the greatest fondness a special symposium he, Rainer Hartmann,
Ph.D., and I organized in 2003, which was held in Frankfurt, Ger-
many, and had the title Future Directions for the Further Development
of Cochlear Implants.
5.6. Comment
CIS was a unique combination of new and prior elements,
including but not limited to: (1) a full representation of energies in
multiple frequency bands spanning awide range of frequencies; (2)
no further analysis of, or “feature extraction” from, this or other
information; (3) a logarithmic spacing of center and corner fre-
quencies for the bandpass ﬁlters; (4) a logarithmic or power law
transformation of band energies into pulse amplitudes (or pulse
charges); (5) customization of the transformation for each of the
utilized electrodes in amulti-electrode implant, for each patient; (6)
nonsimultaneous stimulationwith charge-balanced biphasic pulses
across the electrodes; (7) stimulation at relatively high rates at each
of the electrodes; (8) stimulation of all of the electrodes at the same,
ﬁxed rate; (9) use of cutoff frequencies in the energy detectors that
includemostorall of the F0s andF0variations inhumanspeech; (10)
use of those same cutoff frequencies to include most or all of the
frequencies below the pitch saturation limits for implant patients;
(11) use of the “4 oversampling” rule for determining minimum
rates of stimulation; (12) use of current sources rather than the
relatively uncontrolled voltage sources that had been used in some
prior implant systems; and (13) a relatively high number of pro-
cessing channels and associated electrodes (at least four butgenerally higher and not limited in number). No assumptions about
sounds in the environment, or in particular how speech is produced
or perceived, were made in the way CIS was constructed. The over-
arching aimwas to present in the clearest possible way most of the
information that could be perceivedwith CIs, and then to “get out of
the way” and allow the user's brain to do the rest.
I note that the gains in performance with CIS have sometimes
been attributed to the nonsimultaneous stimulation across elec-
trodes. However, the gains were produced with the discovery of the
combination of many elements and not just nonsimultaneous
stimulation, which had been used before (e.g., Doyle et al., 1964)
but not in conjunction with the other elements. The breakthrough
was in: (1) the combination; (2) exactly how the parts were put
together; and (3) the details in the implementation of each part.
Similarly, some have claimed that CIS existed prior to 1989,
pointing to one or a small subset of the elements. These claims are
erroneous as well. The combination did not exist before, and it was
the combination that enabled high levels of speech reception for
the great majority of CI users. No prior strategy did that, and no
prior strategy produced top and average scores that were anywhere
near those produced with CIS.
6. Strategies developed after CIS
Many strategies were developed after CIS by our teams (over the
years) andothers. The strategies includedanupdated versionof then-
of-m strategy, which utilized many aspects of CIS such as relatively
high rates of stimulation, and the CISþ, “high deﬁnition” CIS (HDCIS),
advanced combination encoder (ACE), spectral peak (SPEAK), HiR-
esolution (HiRes), HiRes with the Fidelity 120 option (HiRes 120), and
ﬁne structure processing (FSP) strategies among others.Most of these
listed strategies remain in widespread clinical use, and most of the
strategies are based on CIS or used CIS as the starting point in their
designs. The listed strategies and others are described in detail in
Wilson and Dorman (2008a, 2012b). In broad terms, the newer stra-
tegies did not produce large if any improvements in speech reception
performance compared with CIS as implemented in the COMBI 40
device. This ﬁnding is presented in greater detail in Section 9.
7. Status as of the mid 1990s
By the mid 1990s multisite implants had almost completely
supplanted single-site implants, due in large part to the results
from two studies that clearly indicated superiority of the multisite
implants (Gantz et al., 1988; Cohen et al., 1993).
Also by the mid 1990s, the new processing strategies were in
widespread use, and results produced with them along with the
ﬁndings about single-site versus multisite implants prompted
another NIH consensus development conference, which was
convened in 1995 (National Institutes of Health, 1995). The state-
ment from that conference afﬁrmed the superiority of the multisite
implants and included the conclusion that “A majority of those in-
dividuals with the latest speech processors for their implants will
score above 80 percent correct on high-context sentences, even
without visual cues.” (Recall that the data presented in Fig. 5 are
consistent with this conclusion.) As of 1995, approximately 12,000
persons had received a CI. The 1995 consensus statementwas vastly
more optimistic than the 1988 statement, and the 1995 statement
was unequivocal in its recommendation for multisite implants.
8. Stimulation in addition to that provided by a unilateral
cochlear implant
The next large advance (step 5 in Section 2) was to augment the
stimuli provided by a unilateral CI. As mentioned previously, two
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(2) combined EAS, for persons with residual hearing at low fre-
quencies in either or both ears. An additional possibility is to pre-
sent acoustic stimuli in conjunction with bilateral CIs, again for
persons who have (preserved) residual hearing in either or both
ears (Dorman et al., 2013).
An example of the beneﬁts of adjunctive stimulation is pre-
sented in Fig. 8, which shows results from a study by Dorman et al.
(2008) and reprises results from the Helms et al. study (1997).
Scores for the recognition of monosyllabic words by the 55 subjects
at the two-year interval in the latter study are shown in the left
column, and scores for the recognition of monosyllabic words for
the 15 subjects in the Dorman et al. study are shown in the
remaining two columns. The subjects in the Dorman et al. study
each had a full insertion of a CI on one side and residual hearing at
low frequencies on the contralateral side. The center column shows
the scores achieved by the 15 subjects with the CI only, and the
right column shows the scores achieved by the same subjects with
the CI plus acoustic stimulation of the contralateral ear. All tests
were conducted with hearing alone, without feedback as to correct
or incorrect responses, and with lists of words that were previously
unknown by the subjects. The subjects in the Dorman et al. study
used a variety of implant devices and processing strategies, and the
subjects in the Helms et al. study used the COMBI 40 device and CIS,
as mentioned previously. The subjects in the Dorman et al. study
had between ﬁve months and seven years of daily experience with
their CIs at the time of the tests.
Comparison of the ﬁrst two columns in the ﬁgure demonstrates
that performance of unilateral CIs did not change from the mid
1990s, when the Helms et al. study was conducted, to the time of
the study by Dorman et al., in 2007 and 2008. The means and the
variances of the scores from the two studies are statisticallyFig. 8. Percent correct scores for the recognition of monosyllabic words by cochlear
implant subjects. Scores from the 55 subjects at the two-year test interval from the
study by Helms et al. are reprised from the lower right column in Fig. 5. Scores for 15
subjects in a study by Dorman et al. (2008) are shown in the remaining columns of the
present ﬁgure. The center column shows scores with electrical stimulation from a
unilateral cochlear implant only, and the right column shows scores with that stim-
ulation plus acoustic stimulation of the contralateral ear. The horizontal lines indicate
the means of the scores. All of the subjects in the Dorman et al. study had a full
insertion of a cochlear implant on one side, and residual hearing at low frequencies in
the other ear. The Helms et al. subjects were tested with the Freiburger monosyllabic
words or their equivalents in languages other than German, and the Dorman et al.
subjects were tested with the consonantenucleuseconsonant (CNC) words in English.
(Figure is from Dorman et al., 2008, and is used here with the permission of Karger
AG.)identical. Thus, the COMBI 40 device and CIS were not surpassed in
the intervening period, despite our best efforts and the best efforts
by multiple other teams worldwide to achieve this. (Further evi-
dence of no change in performance across the decade and beyond is
presented in Section 9.)
Comparison of the middle and right columns demonstrates a
signiﬁcant improvement in speech reception with the addition of
the acoustic stimulus. The mean score increased from 54 to 73
percent correct, and the variance in the scores was reduced sub-
stantially with combined EAS.
Dorman et al. also demonstrated large beneﬁts of combined EAS
for recognition of sentences in quiet; recognition of sentences
presented in competition with multitalker speech babble; identi-
ﬁcation of melodies; and discrimination among voices. However, in
a separate set of comparisons with 65 subjects who were selected
for their high levels of performance using a unilateral CI only
(subjects who scored 50 percent correct or higher in recognizing
monosyllabic words), scores for the 15 subjects using combined
EASwere not signiﬁcantly higher than the scores for the 65 subjects
using a unilateral CI only, for all of the above tests. Thus, the sub-
jects with excellent results using a unilateral CI only may have had
access to the same or equally-useful information, compared to the
information that was provided with combined EAS for the subjects
with the generally lower levels of performance with the unilateral
CI only. Combined EAS can help many but not all patients and can
reduce the variance in outcomes across (unselected) patients.
The conditions for high beneﬁts from combined EAS are
described in the paper by Dorman et al. in this special issue
(Dorman et al., 2015). Such beneﬁts can be obtained for a high
proportion of patients when: (1) recognition of monosyllabic words
with the implant alone is less than 60 percent correct; (2) the
average of pure tone thresholds for the audiometric frequencies of
125, 250, and 500 Hz is less than or equal to 60 dB HL; and (3) the
test material is sentences presented in competition with noise.
Large beneﬁts also have been demonstrated for electrical stim-
ulation on both sides, particularly for speech reception in noise, and
particularly for situations in which the noise and the speech arrive
from different locations. The beneﬁts may be progressively greater
at progressively more adverse speech-to-noise ratios or with pro-
gressively more difﬁcult speech items presented in quiet (e.g.,
Wilson et al., 2003; Wackym et al., 2007). In addition and like
combined EAS, the variability in outcomes is reduced with bilateral
CIs, compared to the variability in outcomes observed with uni-
lateral CIs. (But again, the top performers with unilateral CIs match
the top performers with bilateral CIs, at least for speech reception
in quiet.)
A further beneﬁt usually obtained with bilateral CIs is at least
some ability to localize sounds in the environment, an ability that is
absent or largely absent when using a single CI on one side only
(e.g., Sch€on et al., 2005). The better recognition of speech presented
in competition with spatially distinct noise may well be a result of
head-shadow effects and the brain's ability to attend to the ear (and
its CI) with the better signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, binaural
squelch effects may contribute to the better recognition for some
patients.
Many of the beneﬁts of bilateral CIs were ﬁrst described by
Joachim M. Müller, M.D., Ph.D., and his coworkers at the Julius-
Maximilians-Universit€at in Würzburg, Germany (Müller et al.,
2002), and the idea of presenting both electric and acoustic stim-
uli to the same cochlea was ﬁrst described by Christoph von Ilberg,
M.D., and his coworkers at the J.W. Goethe Universit€at in Frankfurt,
Germany (von Ilberg et al., 1999). Like Bill House, they each received
a high number of arrows for their pioneering efforts. And like Bill
they persevered and thereby opened a new chapter for CIs and their
users.
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common procedures. However, an important role remains for
unilateral CIs, as some patients do not have useful or any residual
hearing and therefore cannot beneﬁt from combined EAS, and as
patients in many countries do not have access to bilateral CIs due to
national policies or restricted coverage by insurance companies. In
low- and mid-income countries in particular, access to bilateral CIs
can be limited at best.
In addition, improvements in unilateral CIs e or the processing
strategies for them ewould be expected to produce improvements
in the performance of bilateral CIs and combined EAS as well. That
is, the unilateral CI is the “bedrock” for each of these treatments
using adjunctive stimulation, and an improvement in that principal
part should contribute to the whole.
Professors Müller and von Ilberg each kindly asked us (the team
at the Research Triangle Institute and Duke University Medical
Center in North Carolina, USA) to evaluate their ﬁrst patients who
had been implanted bilaterally in Würzburg or who had been
treated with combined EAS in Frankfurt. We happily accepted these
ﬂattering invitations and thus had the singular privilege of con-
ducting the ﬁrst independent studies with these special subjects.
Our results were completely consistent with the initial ﬁndings
from both centers, and our results extended the ﬁndings (e.g.,
Wilson et al., 2003).9. Status as of 2008 and beyond
By 2008, progress had been made with bilateral CIs and com-
bined EAS but not in the performance of unilateral implants, as
mentioned in Section 8. The lack of progress for unilateral CIs also is
illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows recognition of monosyllabic
words by users of unilateral CIs who: (1) were from unselected
cohorts; (2) had postlingual onsets of severe or profound hearing
loss; (3) were implanted either in the mid 1990s, the early-to-mid
2000s, or from 2011 to 2014; and (4) were 18 years old or older
when they received their ﬁrst (and usually only) CI. Thus, three
“snapshots” in time are presented. The data for the ﬁrst snapshot
are from the 55 recipients of unilateral implants studied by Helms
et al. (1997). Each of these subjects used the COMBI 40 implant
device and CIS, as mentioned previously, and was tested with theMonths after initial fitting
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Fig. 9. Means of percent correct scores for the recognition of monosyllabic words by
cochlear implant subjects at the indicated times after the initial ﬁtting of the device for
each subject. The sources of the data are described in the text. Standard deviations are
shown for the Helms et al. data and for the 51 ears in the Vanderbilt data set that were
tested at all four intervals.Freiburger monosyllabic words or their equivalents for languages
other than German (some of the 19 test sites were not in German-
speaking countries). The data for the second snapshot are from the
310 subjects in Group 5 in the study by Krueger et al. (2008). Those
subjects used the latest implant devices and processing strategies
as of 2008. All of the subjects in the Krueger et al. study were
implanted unilaterally at theMedizinische Hochschule Hannover in
Hannover, Germany, and the speech reception performances for the
subjects were evaluated with the Freiburger test and other tests in
German. The data for the ﬁnal snapshot are from all adult patients
with postlingual onsets who were implanted at the Vanderbilt
University Medical Center, in Nashville, TN, USA, from 2011 to mid
2014 (data kindly supplied by Rene H. Gifford, Ph.D., and reported
in Wilson et al., 2015; please see the reference for further details
about the Vanderbilt measures). That cohort included 218 subjects,
49 of whom received bilateral CIs either sequentially or simulta-
neously. Those 218 subjects used the latest devices and processing
strategies as of the beginning of 2014. The speech reception per-
formance for all 267 ears was evaluated with the CNCmonosyllabic
word test and other tests in English, with each ear tested separately
for the bilateral subjects. The results presented in Fig. 9 are the
means and standard deviations for all 55 subjects in the Helms et al.
study (closed circles) at each of the test intervals in the study (see
Fig. 5), and for all 51 ears (from 46 subjects) that were tested at all
four of the intervals in the Vanderbilt data set (open circles). Only
the means are presented for the Krueger et al. data (ﬁlled blue
squares), as different numbers of subjects were tested at the
different intervals. In addition, the means for all ears that were
tested at each interval at Vanderbilt are shownwith the ﬁlled green
triangles. The maximum number of ears among the intervals was
181, and, as in the Krueger et al. data, the number varied across the
intervals with a general reduction in the numbers with increasing
intervals. Results from the monosyllabic word tests are shown
because ceiling effects have yet to be encountered with those tests
for any implant system or processing strategy, i.e., full sensitivity for
detecting possible differences in performance is maintained across
time, devices, and strategies. (Some subjects score at or near the
ceiling, as shown for instance in Figs. 5 and 7, but those subjects are
a tiny fraction of the total.)
The means from the various sets of data overlap almost
completely for all shared intervals among the sets. For the two sets
of data that included measures for all subjects at all intervals (the
data shown with the error bars), results at all of the common in-
tervals are statistically indistinguishable. That is, no difference in
performance is observed between: (1) the results obtained in the
mid 1990s with the COMBI 40 device and CIS and (2) the results
obtained quite recently at Vanderbilt with a variety of the latest
devices and processing strategies. Even the variances are the same,
and apparently the substantial relaxations in the criteria for
implant candidacy over the years did not make a difference either.
The ﬁndings presented in Fig. 9 are representative of ﬁndings
from unselected populations of adult patients with postlingual
onsets of severe or profound hearing losses and who received their
implants in the mid 1990s or afterward. In general, scores for the
recognition of monosyllabic words improve with time out to 6e12
months after the initial ﬁtting and then plateau at about 55 percent
correct or a bit higher.
In retrospect, the COMBI 40 device and the CIS strategy set a
high bar. The engineering for the device and its implementation of
CIS were outstanding. The device's eight channels of processing and
associated sites of stimulation proved to be enough, perhaps helped
by the relatively wide spacing of the intracochlear electrodes. CIS is
still in widespread clinical use, is still offered as a processing option
in each of the current devices manufactured by the “big three”
companies, and remains as the principal standard (control
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compared. These facts are a little frustrating, of course, as we and
others have tried mightily to produce another large jump up in
scores but have not succeeded.
That said, performance with the present unilateral CIs is
generally wonderful, and improvements in performance may be
obtained with adjunctive stimulation for many (but not all) pa-
tients who either have useful residual hearing or access to bilateral
CIs. In addition, hundreds of thousands of patients have beneﬁted
from the advances made in the early and mid 1990s (see Fig. 4).10. Remaining problems
Although today's implant systems are great, they are not perfect.
Table 4 presents some among the remaining problems associated
with unilateral CIs, bilateral CIs, and combined EAS. A large dot in
the table indicates a relatively large problem and a smaller dot
indicates a smaller problem. Using unilateral CIs as the baseline,
adjunctive stimulation with a contralateral CI or with acoustic
stimulation delivered to either or both ears in conjunction with a
unilateral CI ameliorates but does not eliminate many of the
problems. For example, the ranges of outcomes are reduced with
the use of adjunctive stimulation but the ranges are still large.
Substantial improvements can be produced for many patients with
combined EAS for reception of signals more complex than speech,
e.g., most music. The basis for these improvements might be a good
or even an excellent representation with the acoustic stimulus of
F0s and the ﬁrst one, two, or three harmonics for periodic sounds.
This representation, if present, also might help in the reception of
tone languages, which include F0 contours as phonetic elements.
However, this possibility has not yet been tested, at least to my
knowledge, and that is why question marks are entered in the row
of the table titled “Reception of tone languages.” Bilateral CIs or
combined EAS with the acoustic stimulus delivered to both sides
can be effective in reinstating sound localization abilities. And, as
mentioned previously, such abilities may well be helpful in
listening to speech presented in competition with interfering
sounds at other locations. To my knowledge, reception of complex
sounds has not been thoroughly tested for bilateral CIs yet, and that
is why another questionmark is presented in the appropriate cell in
the table. Although a better representation of F0 contours might
help in the reception of tone languages, open set recognition of
speech for CI recipients using tone languages is not obviously
different from the recognition achieved by CI recipients using otherTable 4
Remaining problems with unilateral cochlear implants (CIs), bilateral CIs, and
combined electric and acoustic stimulation (EAS) of the peripheral auditory system.
Combined EAS can be achieved with the acoustic stimulus delivered to the same ear
as the CI (ipsi), to the opposite ear (contra), or to both ears. Large dots indicate
relatively large problems and the baseline of performance with unilateral CIs.
Smaller dots indicate smaller problems. Reception of complex sounds refers to
reception of sounds that are more complex than speech, e.g., most music.(e.g., western) languages (see, e.g., Zeng et al., 2015). Possibly,
redundant cues allow high levels of speech understanding for the
users of tone languages, even if the representation of F0 contours is
less than optimal. In any case, we do not yet know whether
reception of tone languages is more difﬁcult than reception of other
languages with present-day CIs and thus the dot for that cell in the
table is gray rather than black.
Much of the progress that has been made in the design and
applications of CIs and related treatments since the early 1990s is in
the provision of adjunctive stimulation. The gains for some patients
can be large. In contrast, the performance of unilateral CIs has
remained relatively stable throughout the same period. That
doesn't mean that unilateral CIs cannot be improved e they just
haven't been improved at least substantially with the changes
tested thus far. Many more possibilities exist, such as a greater
spatial speciﬁcity of neural excitation at each of the stimulus sites in
the cochlea, and some of those possibilities are listed and described
in Wilson et al. (2015).
In addition, the efﬁcacy of combined EAS could be increased by a
further relaxation in the criteria for implant candidacy. That is, the
more residual hearing can contribute to the whole, the more the
problems associated with unilateral CIs will be reduced.
Such a further relaxation in the criteria also could be a boon to
persons with debilitating hearing loss who do not meet the present
criteria but do not beneﬁt much if at all from hearing aids, either.
The number of persons who could beneﬁt from CIs would skyrocket
with even a slight relaxation in the criteria and could include for
example sufferers from certain types of presbycusis. Recent results
have shown that persons with relatively high levels of residual
hearing can still receive large beneﬁts from a CI (Gifford et al., 2010;
Lorens et al., 2014), in fact just as large as the beneﬁts received by
persons with lower levels of residual hearing, including little or no
residual hearing. Indeed, a point of diminishing returns with ever
increasing amounts of residual hearing has yet to be identiﬁed. The
audiometric boundaries should be gently explored to help establish
the point at which the beneﬁt of a CI begins to decline, and perhaps
then a data-based relaxation in the present criteria could include as
many persons as possible who are likely to receive large beneﬁts
from a CI, when combined with the residual hearing.
In cases of substantial residual hearing, the CI would be the
adjunctive stimulation, providing a “light tonotopic touch” in the
basal part of the cochlea that would complement the acoustic
stimulation for the other parts. It could be a powerful combination.
The possibilities for further improvements are promising. And
most fortunately, talented teams worldwide are pursuing them.
11. Concluding remarks
Immense progress has been made since the late 1970s. As of
1977, CIs could provide an awareness of environmental sounds and
an aid to lipreading. By themid 1990s, the great majority of implant
users had high levels of speech reception using their restored
hearing alone, at least for recognizing sentences in quiet conditions.
And starting in the late 1990s and early 2000s, stimulation in
addition to that provided by a unilateral CI produced further gains
in performance for a substantial fraction of patients.
In hindsight, we have learned that a decent signal can be
conveyed to (at least) the fully functional brain with a unilateral CI
by: (1) representing all or nearly all of the information that can be
perceived both temporally and spatially, within the constraints of
the designs and placements of the existing multisite electrode ar-
rays; (2) minimizing deleterious interactions among the electrodes;
and (3) using appropriate mapping functions and other aspects of
processing to minimize perceptual distortions. A sparse represen-
tation is sufﬁcient for a stunning restoration of function for some
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OK. That said, not any representation will do and it seems quite
likely that a threshold of quality and quantity of information needs
to be exceeded before the brain can “take over” and assume amajor
share of the necessary processing.
Adjunctive stimulation with a second CI or combined EAS can
improve performance in difﬁcult listening situations for many but
not all users. Some users of unilateral CIs and nothing else have
spectacularly high levels of performance across a broad spectrum of
measures and results for those users may not be improved with the
additional stimulation. However, an exception is sound localization
abilities, which are poor or absent for all users of unilateral CIs only
and may be largely reinstated with electric or acoustic stimulation
on both sides.
No one could have reasonably imagined before the 1990s that
CIs would work so well. The present performance is a testament to
the courage of the pioneers, good design, and the unexpected po-
wer of the brain to utilize a sparse input. In addition, one can look
back now and appreciate that key discoveries were essential to the
development of the modern CI. We as a ﬁeld and CI users are lucky
that all of the pieces came together.
Dedication
This paper is dedicated to the memory of Joseph C. Farmer, Jr.,
M.D., who died on March 19, 2014. Among his many contributions
to medicine and medical science, he founded with me and others
the cochlear implant program at Duke in 1984 and he helped me
and our teams mightily in our research. He treated countless pa-
tients and was revered by everyone who knew him. We all miss
him; he was my hero.
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